Angle Grinder

TE-AG 115
Item No.: 4430850
Ident No.: 21051
Bar Code: 4006825577211
The TE AG 115 angle grinder is a high-quality tool for experts with exacting demands, whose strong points are demonstrated to the full on a broad
spectrum of cutting, grinding and roughing jobs everywhere in the home, workshop and garage. A wheel guard with no-tool quick-adjust facility can be
adapted with just a twist of the hand to any task, while the spindle stop permits easy and speed tool change.

Features & Benefits
- Disk guard with quick adjust
- Spindle lock for eady disc change
- Low in vibrations
- Flat metal gear head
- Additional handle and main handle with softgrip
- Additional handle can be fitted in 3 positions
- Restart protection
- Safety switch
- Face spanner can be stored in additional handle
- Cable clip for fixing coilded cable
- Cutting wheel not included

Technical Data
- Mains supply
- Power
- Idle speed
- Disc diameter

230 V | 50 Hz
720 W
12000 min^-1
115 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight
- Gross weight single packaging
- Pieces per export carton
- Gross weight export carton
- Dimensions export carton
- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC)

1.88 kg
2.68 kg
6 Pieces
15.4 kg
410 x 335 x 275 mm
4470 | 8940

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved
GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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Available as special accessories
TS 125/115
Cutting Stand
Item No.: 4431040
Bar Code: 4006825506457
Einhell Grey
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